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Who We Are

We work with business and contact centres supplying payment and 
communications technology, from telephone numbers, IVR, call 
recording and automation to PBX and Unified Communication as a 
Service systems, alongside multi-channel customer engagement.

Experts in Communications Technology

TransForm is a communications platform developed by Fusion Telecom Ltd, 
a UK company, based in Covent Garden, London. We have been involved in 
telecommunications and payments technology for over two decades.

A Bit About Us

Fusion Telecom has in-house engineers working on our core products. TransForm is our network-level communications switch, and 
PayGuard is our leading PCI level 1 payment application. While we focus on the development of these services, we also use our 
expertise to select the right Partners and bring you the best UCaaS and CCaaS products on the market.

Our Fusion of Technologies
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Our Customers

Our Customers come from differing vertical markets, and from 
micro businesses to contact centres with over 500 agent seats.  

Organisations and Contact Centres

“I cannot recommend highly enough the level of professional 
support that has been demonstrated”  
Daithi from Zestify - Contact Centre Manager

“Customer Service and solution delivery has been remarkable”  
Russell from Thomson Reuters - Engineer

“Full of industry insight delivered in a professional, down to 
earth way. Great products and great people.”  
Matt from uSwitch - Head of Customer Services
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Call Routing

The chart below shows how calls traverse the carrier, TransForm and Wildix networks to bring you the best -of-breed UCaaS service.

TransForm and Wildix Call Flows
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Scalable and robust VoIP, PBX 
and Unified Communications as 
a Service for web and mobile. 

Network-level PCI call recording, 
IVR automation, SIP trunking, 
business continuity and more.

Tier 1 Carrier Networks.

TransForm
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TransForm
An award winning multi-carrier telecommunications platform



TransForm

All communications systems rely on a carrier network to supply carrier services to enable them to work. TransForm sits in place of 
these carriers, putting you in the driving seat and bringing to your organisation and your communication setup, a range of be nefits:

TransForm Services

Using TransForm, our customers are not beholden to their communication supplier’s network . They can route calls over multiple 
carriers providing them with business continuity options, adopt automation to reduce inbound contact and improve customer 
services, as well as fully record calls without pausing and resuming, helping with FCA, MiFID II, PIC DSS and GDPR compliance .

PCI level 1 compliant network-level Call Recording with Evaluate Calls App

SIP Trunking and Call Termination with Multiple Carrier Failover

Cloud IVR for Inbound Routing and Automation

Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery

inSurvey® mid and post call survey application
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Fusion has brought together exceptional 
engineering and best of breed technology 
partners to ensure you have a future-proof, 
reliable solution to help run your office or 
Contact Centre.

Introduction

Carrier Independence

Our core network is connected to multiple 
tier one carriers, enabling us to port your 
number to our network easily, and run voice 
traffic in a variety of ways to an incredibly 
reliable and powerful core network switch.
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TransForm is a powerful asterisk based core 
network switch. It is PCI level 1 compliant 
making it incredibly secure, with advanced 
IVR capability for call routing, automation & 
third-party inter-operability.
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PCI Level 1 Call Recording

We offer high quality stereo call recording in WAV format, in a PCI Level 1 facility ensuring your, and your customers, data is secure. 
Through our Evaluate Calls app you can access the recordings, search and listen to them, download them, as well as leave comm ents 
on them and rate them too. Our Instant Access and Deep Freeze call storage options help you save money. 

Evaluate Calls

Whether you record calls for training, quality management, dispute 
resolution or regulatory compliance, TransForm’s call recording 
solution is affordable and easy-to-use, allowing you to focus on 
your team and your customers. Your recordings are accessible 
from anywhere, and they are independent of your phone system.

Easily access your high-quality WAV stereo call recordings.

Flexible storage options to keep costs low.

Additional features such as call scoring, notes and data export.
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SIP Trunking and Termination

Connect your voices service to TransForm via SIP. Our SIP trunk offering is highly inter-operable, allowing you to plug TransForm into 
any carrier you may have an existing relationship with, or any local or cloud phone system you may currently use. 

Multi-Carrier SIP Trunking

We can termination your local, national and international call traffic to the Public Switch Telephony Network (PSTN) at very 
competitive rates, as we use multiple carriers. After doing this for more than 20 years, we know some carriers have preferred rates 
for some destinations, especially on international call routes. Choosing TransForm helps you get the right routes for the right price.

Multi-carrier termination also offers a significant business continuity and fault-finding benefit. Should you have call issues of any 
sort via one route, we can switch to another in an instant.
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Call Termination

Fusion’s exceptional customer service is a big reason why many 
choose to use TransForm as their preferred SIP trunk provider, 
as we are readily contactable by phone, friendly, and get to 
know your setup well. You’re not just a number to us.
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Cloud IVR

Powerful Network-Level IVR

TransForm offers a feature rich IVR, allowing you to set up simple or complex call routing plans at a level above your UCaaS or CCaaS 
system. This can help with multiple sites, preventing you from having to ‘trombone’ calls to one site then back out, this can be used 
for business continuity scenarios, and in some cases our clients have used this for advanced automation, such as Payment IVR’s.
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Self Serve

Many businesses are reducing costs and improving Customer Experience by deploying Self Service options for their customers. These 
are popular due to their benefit for everyone involved.

TransForm can connect to your internal databases to extract information allowing your customers to pay their bills, obtain information 
about their account or your products, get a status update on their orders, update their account information, request an invoi ce and 
even place an order.

Automating contact with TransForm

Typically, businesses start off by deploying self service options out of normal business hours, which is a clear win for cust omers and 
your business. 

If you have technically competent resources, you can learn how to build your own self -service capability within TransForm, putting you 
in the driving seat to lower costs, improve CX and reduce repetitive tasks for agents.

Improves CX by providing a 24/7 service

Reduces cost by deflecting contacts
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Resilience and Business Continuity

TransForm provides a multi-carrier, multi-zone voice and data network under 
your control, to give you options in the event of any disaster.

Connecting via multiple carriers into the core UK carrier network, we can 
route traffic to any destination you wish, and you change this on the fly 
either via the phone, a smart phone or web browser.

Take Control of your Network

Using TransForm’s technology and architecture, your operations team no longer need to suffer downtime, or scream down the phone 
at an unresponsive carrier supplier when network glitches occur. Be pro-active, route your traffic over our network and ensure your 
business continues trading whatever the weather.

Pre-build DR scenarios ready to deploy in seconds.

Enjoy carrier independent routing for ultimate resilience.

Reduce dependence on your UCaaS or CCaaS provider.
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inSurvey®

TransForm has a simple yet powerful mid and post call survey 
application that can integrate with systems supplied by Fusion, 
or with any other telephone system.

Simple Mid and Post Call Surveys

inSurvey® is used to obtain Net Promotor Score, First Call Resolution
and Customer Satisfaction scores from customers one the phone, either during the middle of a call, or post -call. Because inSurvey is a 
cloud-based application, built and provided by Fusion Telecom, your agent can end the call with the customer and begin a new call, 
while the customer is taking the survey. ‘Plugging in’ inSurvey is easy, so it’s simply to get up and running.  

Our unique Cherry Blasting formula prevent staff cherry picking the best customers, giving you a true picture of what’s going on .

Customer Satisfaction, NPS, FCR easily obtained.

Unique Cheery Blasting formula to engage agents.

Simple visual reporting and motivating wallboards.

Affordable and able to integrate with your phone system. 
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Wildix
The best-of-breed VoIP PBX and UCaaS on the market



Unified Comms as a Service

We have fused TransForm, our award-winning network platform and Wildix, a best-of-breed PBX and UCaaS application to bring you 
a truly useful telephony system that will supercharge communications in your organisation.

VoIP - PBX - UCaaS

A corporate grade communication solution, Fusion has ensured business continuity by bringing together an ultra -reliable PBX and 
UCaaS service and a multi-carrier PCI level 1 compliant secure network. With many third-party integrations, and our friendly team of 
highly trained specialists, you can focus on what you do best.

True Unified Communications for each of your employees.

Drag and drop, easy-to-use applications for ultimate control.

Scalable to hundreds of users so you can get on with running your business.

Robust and resilient underlying proprietary architecture.

Ideal for office workers, remote workers or Working From Home.
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Why We Chose Wildix

Fusion Telecom have been experts in telecommunications systems for over 20 years. 

During this time, we have developed our own PBX system, built our own UCaaS 
(Unified Communication as a Service) platform, and we have resold at various times 
several third-party applications. We know what works.

With technology changing so fast, focus is key to producing the best services . Fusion’s 
engineering focus is on our communications platform TransForm, and our payment 
application PayGuard. For PBX and UCaaS, we work with a partner who shares the 
same vision and single-minded focus to deliver a best-of-breed service.

Our expert analysis of potential partners is ongoing and includes their system and its 
features in intricate detail, their commercial competitiveness, the stability of the 
company, their history of supporting their service, their commitment to future 
development through over 140 developers and funds to make it happen, as well as 
their adoption of leading technologies and their vision for the service going forward. 

Selecting and Outstanding PBX and UCaaS System
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Wildix. Fusion Telecom is proud to be a Wildix Gold Partner, fusing our award-winning technology in TransForm and PayGuard  
with the best-of-breed PBX and UCaaS system currently available. 
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About Wildix

With over 2 million users in 135 countries, Wildix has been tried and tested by thousands of businesses and added to this Wil dix has 
been validated by the foremost experts in the tech market, Gartner.

Organisations from 3 users, to Wildix’s largest of over 45,000 users enjoy the features and benefits of the Wildix. It has proven its 
reliability over the 18 years since it’s initial development in 2005, and worldwide the user base grows at over 30% per year.

Gartner Magic Quadrant - Worldwide

Users can access Wildix from any device connected to the Internet , via the browser, whether they’re in the office, at home or on the 
go, in a fully secure way. Enable your remote teams and those working from home to stay 100% productive,

Native support for WebRTC - the first UCaaS solution to provide this.

Truly unified - all your communication tasks from the same user interface.

Intuitive and easy to use.

Smart working and Work-From-Home
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A Few of the Features

Gartner Magic Quadrant - Worldwide

Wildix is an industry leader in delivering Unified Communications as a Service and communications in the Cloud. Unlike other UC&C 
systems, Wildix offers a reliable, secure and fully scalable platform that features full Cloud compatibility across all devic es.

Audio & video calls with your teams & external users

Instant messaging and group chats

Presence status and geolocation across all devices

Video conferencing with your teams & external users

Push notifications, new call popups and click2call

Fax & SMS to one or multiple people

Online access to corporate phonebooks

Screen sharing

Virtual Post-It and call-me-back notices

File transfer

Attendant Console

Control all user devices

Call activity stats and reporting

End-to-end encryption

Mobile apps

Voicemails and call recordings
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WebRTC & Chat

Wildix is the first vendor to entirely integrate WebRTC into their VoIP, PBX and UCaaS platform. 

Your web browser can work as a phone, enabling you to place and manage calls from Wildix. All of that is possible without the need 
to install any software, client or component.

Wildix takes the next step in improving your customer experience. Display Presence live on your website, and provide Chat, Phone 
and Video options that any customer can instigate with a single click.

The live chat widget for websites gives visitors on your homepage immediate communication with your team.  Your customers can
talk through the browser with you.

Wildix on your Website
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Integrations

Many software products and web applications (CRM, ERP, Fias/Fidelio) already integrate Wildix, here are just some:

Ready-to-use integrations

Wildix’s Javascript Telephony API (TAPI) you can manage the devices connected to your Wildix system. With Wildix Web API you can 
create custom dashboards, which allow you to manage your organisation in an advanced way. 

The Wildix Web API offers chat functionality, presence status information, and colleagues’ activities. Combined with Zero Dis tance, 
you can make calls and video calls. Wildix Web API transforms any web page into an Operator Station. Ask us for API documentation.

Castel

Citrix

Dubber

eflowCRM

EPOS

freshdesk

Gong

Google

HubSpot

IBM (various) 

Microsoft Dynamics

Microsoft Teams

Outlook

salesforce Classic

salesforce Lighting

SugarCRM

SAP Business One

Web CRM One 2.0

Zendesk

Zoho
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Next Steps
Want to find out more, get a quote or sign up?



Moving Forward

Deployment

TransForm and Wildix are quick to deploy, from days to a few weeks depending on the services and service options you 
choose.

Award-winning technology with expert advice and support.

Flexible contract terms to suit your needs.

User experience is simple so your staff can jump straight in.

Action Responsibility Time Frame

1.   Choose your Services & Service Options Yours 2 days

2.   Sign Agreement Yours 1 day

3.   Account build and testing Ours Few days to a Few weeks

4.   Go Live Both
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Thank you for your attention

Thank you for considering TransForm as your chosen communications technology supplier. If you need further information in order 
to take this project to the next stage, or have any other questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

We look forward to working with you and creating a Partnership that will benefit us both for years to come.

Contact

03333 660 560

hello@fusiontelecom.co
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